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The Y.W.C.A. Residence Building has both historical and architectural sig 
nificance. At present it has been designated as a "Point of Historic Interest" 
by the Fresno County Board of Supervisors.

The residence primarily has architectural significance because the archi 
tect for this building was Julia Morgan, recognized today as one of America's 
greatest women architects. She borrowed from many styles. As a result, 
Julia Morgan's buildings are not easily identifiable. She has an excellent 
talent in mixing the many styles of the Romanesque and Renaissance era along 
with the prevailing architecture in California, primarily the Stick, Barn, etc.

The Y.W.C.A. Residence Building is a mixture on the exterior of Spanish and 
Italian Renaissance details commonly used in the Italian villas. The entab 
latures, trim at windows and entrance details are simple classical in good 
taste and harmony. Windows on the exterior consist of arched and rectangular 
shapes, each enhancing the other.

The general plan of the residence is in a simple H form facing the West with 
simple vertical units on the North and South with a court in between. The 
building is two stories high with a £sable attic. The residence building is 
very functional. It fulfills that phrase often used by responsible architects 
that "architecture is for people and not people for architecture."

The first floor plan is quite symmetrical. The horizontal unit consists of the 
main lobby with the library; receptioproom on South side and offices on North 
side. The North and South units are designed for the functional use of the 
residents consisting of bedrooms and related rooms such as bathrooms, storage 
and sewing rooms, dining rooms and kitchens.

In addition, Julia Morgan designed the building to fit the climatic needs of 
the hot San Joaquin Valley. All acceptable types of ventilation in use at 
that time are incorporated within the elements of the building, both interior 
and exterior since the building was erected during the period when the accepted 
forms of air-conditioning of today were not in use. A good example is the 
sleeping porch located on the east end of the third floor or attic of the North 
Wing. ^This was originally screened in but in later years with the advent of 
coolingc and heating systems has been enclosed and is usable all year.

Alterations to the building have been very minor, and do not detract from 
the significance of the building. In the early years of World War II, the 
third floor dormitories (sleeping porches) were partitioned into several 
smaller areas. Aside from this minor change, the building retains its orig 
inal integrity.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The stately building located at 1660 M Street in Fresno is noteworthy because it 
was designed by Julia Morgan, one of America's foremost women architects, and be 
cause it has fulfilled its purpose of providing moderate cost housing for young 
women continuously for more than 55 years. Last year temporary housing was provided 
in this building for 284 women.

Julia Morgan was the official architect in the West for the Y.W.C.A., one of the 
woman's best clients, for whom she designed buildings in most of the major cities 
in California, Utah, Hawaii, and Japan.

Built in 1922, the Fresno building is the last Julia Morgan-designed Y.W.C.A. Res 
idence in California to be used for the purpose for which it was intended — housing 
for young women of all races, creeds and colors.-^ The building is unchanged since 
it was built except that the sleeping porch was enclosed in the 1930's.

Shortly before Julia Morgan died, Alien Temko, professor of art history at the 
University of California, and widely read architectural critic, wrote that "this 
great Californian, who designed not only San Simeon, but more than 700 other build 
ings in her long career ... deserves in American architecture at least as high a. 
place as Mary Cassatt in American painting, or Edith Wharton in American letters."

Born in San Francisco in l8?2, Miss Morgan became an architect when very few women 
entered this profession. Following graduation from high school, she entered the 
College of Civil Engineering at the University of California in 1890. At the univ 
ersity, she met Bernard Maybeck,then an instructor of drawing and attended informal 
classes in architectural design conducted at his horafc. In 189^ she was the first 
woman to earn a Bachelor of Science degree in engineering from that university.

Encouraged by Maybeck and her family, she continued her studies at the Beaux Arts 
in Paris and in 1901 became the first woman to receive its diploma.

On her return to the Bay Area, Miss Morgan found work with John Galen Howard who 
had recently moved his prosperous New York office to San Francisco to redesign and 
implement a grandiose plan for the Berkeley campus. At this time she assisted him 
on the Hearst Mining Building and the Greek Theatre.

By 1905 Miss Morgan had her own office in San Francisco and over the next 35 years 
conducted a flourishing business designing over 1,000 residential and institu 
tional buildings in California and other areas in the United States.
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Various women's organizations were growing rapidly and gaining a respected position 
in Community affairs at this time and many of them entrusted her with the design of 
their headquarters. Her first known commission was from Mills College in Oakland. 
She continued to design for them for the next decade. She was in charge of rebuild 
ing the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco after the earthquake and fire, and designed 
many homes in the East Bay when its population was growing rapidly.

The design and building of the "Hearst Castle" at San Simeon for William Randolph 
Hearst was probably her most spectacular job. However, during the years she was 
concerned with it, she was also engaged in major construction like the Studio Club 
in Hollywood, the Honolulu YWCA, the Long Beach YWCA, several buildings (along with 
Bernard Maybeck) at Principia college in Missouri, the Los Angeles Examiner Build 
ing, the Hearst Memorial Women's '-'ymnasium in Berkeley, and many distinguished 
residences.

The schools, the churches, the institutional buildings and the women's clubs she 
built, as well as the hundreds of residences, continue to function and to grow more 
gracefully beautiful over the years.

•^Interview with Sara Holmes Boutelle, author and authority on Julia Morgan, 
Santa Cruz, California, January 1?, 19?8.

Note: A Y.W.C.A. building designed by Julia Morgan was built at the corner of 
Tuolumne and L Streets in Fresno, and opened in 1924. In the 1930's 
the Y lost the building, and it has subsequently been substantially 
remodelled into commercial apartments owned by Mr. Pilibos.
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Verbal boundary description, cont.

block then north 48°20 f East along the NW line of said block 92.03' to the inter 
section with the S line of block 8 of Central Addition then S 89°42'W along the S 
line of said block 8 69.13' then S 21'30" East 60.82' to the beginning.
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